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Service Bulletin

THIS SERVICE BULLETIN APPLIES TO ALL MODULAR 10 SERIES RELAYS

Issue: Whisker like components were identified on the PC board edge connectors of GE relays of the

Modular 10 series. These whiskers were identified as Tin Whiskers, which crystallize on the PC

board edge connectors, and can grow long enough to bridge the pins of the PC board edge

connectors. These Tin Whiskers can thus cause relay misoperations. This was found on older

MOD10 relays, in the excess of 10 years.

Products: DLS, OST, PLS, SLS, TLS, TRS and TYS protection relays.

 

Fix: The relays should be cleaned, after Tin Whiskers were identified during Inspection, as follows:

The cleaning should be performed in conjunction with the cleaning instructions supplied by AMP

Canada Ltd. (per attachment).

•  All voltages (auxiliary DC and VT and CT connections) should be removed from the relay,

and the relay should thus be out of service.

•  All relay modules should also be removed, and be kept in a static free environment, prior to

and during cleaning of all effected PC board edge connectors.

•  Unscrew the rear cover of a GE Relay rack and remove slowly, only as far as internal wiring

allows. Using a nonconductive bristled brush, nylon for example, agitate and sever the

whisker from the connectors. All tin whisker residues should be removed from the entire unit

by vacuum. This should be done in a separate lab, if possible, to ensure no contamination

of the existing equipment due to the tin whiskers.  Inspect cleaned connectors, using a

flashlight and magnifying glass, to ensure all whiskers have been removed.

•  After the cleaning, the cover should be replaced, ensuring that no wires get trapped.

•  The relays should be tested, we recommend high potential dielectric tests, but at least all

acceptance tests should be performed before returning the relay to service.

Units  affected:  All Modular 10 relays are affected, specially those 10 years or more in service.

Symptoms:   Unexplainable relay misoperations due to tin whiskers bridging pins of PC board edge

connectors. Tin Whiskers can be observed on the PC board edge connectors using a strong

light source and a magnifying glass.

Actions:   Inspect the back plane of all Modular 10 relays, for the presence of Tin Whiskers, as per

instructions below. The age of the relay can also be determined as per instructions below. Re-

inspect the relays six months to a year after cleaning, and repeat cleaning if necessary, as per

recommendation by Amp Canada Inc.

Contact:   For additional information:

  Contact the Technical; Support Call Center

  Telephones:

  In North America: 1-800-547-8629

  Global: 1-905-294-6222

  Fax: 1-905-201-2098

  Email: info.pm@indsys.ge.com
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 Or visit our website at: www.ge.com/indsys/pm

How to inspect the relay’s backplane for the presence of Tin Whiskers

•  Unscrew the rear cover of a GE Relay rack (2FZ0100 - TLS rack A or B only for dual rack TLS relays,

2FZ0300 - SLS rack A or rack B only) – slowly open the cover.  Use a flash light and, a magnifying glass

and inspect the edge connector pins for tin whiskers. Some of the whiskers can barely be seen with the

naked eye

•  On completion of the inspection, close the cover taking care not to trap wires between the cover and the

rack casing.  Tighten the screws of the rack cover.

•  Proceed to the next rack if necessary and inspect as described above.

It is recommended to perform this inspection when the relay under inspection is not in service, since the relay

can operate during inspection.

The Tin Whiskers can typically look as follows:

 

How to determine the age of the MOD 10 relay.

There are two ways to determine the manufacturing date of the relay:

•  Using the relay serial number.

The serial number of the relay starts with an alphabetical character, and is located on the

inside upper right corner. The following table can be used to determine year of manufacturing:

Starting Character of Serial Number Manufacturing Year

A 1990

B 1991

C 1992

D 1993

E 1994

F 1995

G 1996

H 1997

J 1998

K 1999

•  Using the quality assurance acceptance code.

The quality assurance acceptance code consists of two numbers followed by two alphabetical

characters, e.g. 58PF, and is normally located on the inside upper right corner. Using the

following table, the manufacturing date and month can be obtained:
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Noor Al-Shaikh

Quality Manager

AMP Canada Ltd.

Quality Department

February 14, 2000

Subject:  P/N: 531268-1 GE Multilin,  Hair like strings, laboratory analysis at a university has shown them to be conductive

and tin, appearing on the contacts of this connector.  The connectors were reported to have been in service since 1984 or

1986.

Mr. Noor Al-Shaikh,

Product Engineering from AMP provides the following statement based on information received about this problem.

Samples were not available for analysis.

Tin whiskers can occur in pure electroplated tin plating.  Stresses within the plated tin cause the whiskers to extend from

the surface.   AMP rarely specifies the use of pure tin plating because of the possible whisker growth problem.

AMP currently specifies (93%-7%) tin-lead alloy whenever possible to retard whisker growth and reduce lead exposure to

the environment.

From our experience the plating stresses in tin that cause whiskers will relieve over time, and  the frequency and magnitude

of new whiskers will decrease accordingly.

We recommend using a nonconductive bristled brush, nylon for example, to agitate and sever the whisker from the contact

and use a vacuum or compressed air to remove the whisker from the connector and the relay equipment.

Although, we believe a one time cleaning to remove the whiskers will be sufficient to solve this problem,  an inspection of

the connectors six month to one year after the cleaning is recommended.

Sincerely,

James S. Brosius, Quality Engineer

AMP Card Edge Connector Product Team

P.O. Box 3608

Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608


